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Purple Martins (Progne subis subis) 
are North America’s largest swal-

lows and are one of the most be-
loved of all backyard summer birds.  
They are neo-tropical migrants that 

spend most of the year—and there-
fore most of their lives—in south-
eastern South America.  They come 

north each spring only long enough 
to raise their one family, and then 
return south again.  

 
Adult male Purple Martins are a 
glossy purple-blue-black on contour and/or body 

feathers, with flat black flight feathers. Females are 
grayish with light gray bellies and a purplish tinge on 
their shoulders, backs, rumps and crowns. It takes two 

years for both sexes to acquire their adult plumage. 
Sub-adult (yearling) males are often mistaken for fe-
males but can be identified by a sprinkling of solid 

purple feathers on their chins, throats, breasts, flanks 
and/or undertail feathers. Sub-adult males can also be 
sexed by their distinct vocalizations (often mistakenly 

thought to be given by females). Tree Swallows are 
sometimes confused with Purple Martins. However, 
swallows are easily distinguished by their much 

smaller size and white belly/throat. 
 
Martins are completely insectivorous and feed on the 

wing. They prefer large insects so, contrary to what is 
widely believed, mosquitoes do not form a substantial 
part of the martin diet (the range is only 0% to 3%). 

Ironically, martins actually eat vast numbers of adult 
dragonflies and damselflies, the nymph stages of 
which are one of the major aquatic predators of mos-

quitoes. Theoretically, a martin colony could increase, 
rather than decrease, local mosquito numbers.   
 

DISTRIBUTION: DISTRIBUTION: DISTRIBUTION: DISTRIBUTION: In Alberta, Purple Martins are most 

common in the aspen parkland, north to the Lesser 
Slave Lake/Cold Lake areas and across to the Peace 

River parklands (where they are now slowly recoloniz-
ing), south to Delia, west to Drayton Valley and east to 
the Saskatchewan border. They nest (although rarely) 

as far south as Calgary.  
 

NESTING: NESTING: NESTING: NESTING: Gregarious by nature, martins east of the 

Continental Divide prefer to nest in colonies and have 
taken well to apartment-style nestboxes put up for 
them (along the west coast, a different subspecies 

[P.s.arboricola] prefers single nestboxes). Although 
very few now nest in the wild, Purple Martins histori-
cally nested in woodpecker or natural cavities in open, 

mature woodlands that were interspersed with lakes, 

meadows, river valleys or marshes. 
There is a 1954 nesting record, per-

haps the last in Alberta, of Purple 
Martins nesting in snags on the is-
land in Buffalo Lake.  

 
Although they nest in a group, a Pur-
ple Martin colony is not an assem-

blage of birds that travel or function 
as a flock. Rather, it is a random 
grouping of birds attracted to a fa-

vourable breeding site. Colony 
members arrive and depart either in 

small groups or independently of one another.  

 

DISPERSAL: DISPERSAL: DISPERSAL: DISPERSAL: The dispersal patterns of young birds, 
from their natal colonies to their chosen first year 

breeding sites are not understood. For example, a 
nestling banded at the Purple Martin Conservancy, Pi-
geon Lake (PMC) in 2005 was recovered as a sub-adult 

breeder in Elmira, Ontario. Genetic mixing through 
long distance dispersal of young to new breeding ar-
eas may be more common than previously thought. In 

Alberta and Ontario, a colour banding study has been 
initiated by the PMC and Ellis Bird Farm Ltd. to study 
dispersal patterns. If you have a Purple Martin colony, 

take some time to check the birds’ legs with binocu-
lars. If you see a Purple Martin with a colour band, 
please contact the PMC or Ellis Bird Farm Ltd.  

 
The Purple Martin population in North American is 
known to have increased between 1966 and 2003. The 

overall population increased in the southern portion of 
the bird’s range and declined in the north. It appears 
that Alberta has had the greatest population growth of 

any northern area. The major factors influencing 
population levels are productive breeding, housing 
and weather. Other less important factors include pre-

dation, parasites, nest competition and habitat 
changes. There are no well-documented adverse ef-
fects of pesticides on the species.  

 

MIGRATION: MIGRATION: MIGRATION: MIGRATION: The spring migratory patterns of Purple 

Martins are weather dependent, so vary from year to 

year. The birds’ arrival at nearly all locations within 
their breeding range spans six to 10 weeks. In Can-
ada, adults begin arriving in mid- to late April and arri-

vals of this age group can extend into late June. 
“Scouts” (which are simply the oldest and healthiest 
birds in the population and may be male or female) 

return first. If previously successful, these individuals 
are very attached to the site they nested in the previ-
ous year. They arrive early to claim the very best nest-

ing cavities at these sites and to defend superior cavi-



ties against later arrivals. Once they arrive, the scouts 
do not return south for their “flock,” as was once be-

lieved. Should a cold spell set in soon after their arrival, 
the scouts often perish from starvation, unless supple-
mental food is supplied (contact PMC for details about 

supplemental feeding). About two to four weeks after 
the scouts arrive, the sub-adult birds begin returning 
from the south, with the last of them arriving well into 

early July. 
 
When females arrive at an established colony, males will 

attempt to pair bond. The males need to have first es-
tablished “ownership” over compartments. A male with-
out an “owned” cavity is of no interest to investigating 

females.  The males then call to the females from inside 
their compartments or while standing outside them. 
Males will also attempt to attract females by performing 

flight displays, giving a special call (called a “crick 
songl”) or by pursuing females in flight. The female 
martin inspects several compartments, and the male 

whose compartment she chooses becomes her mate. 
Males defend the territory in front of their compart-
ments before the females arrive and even more vigor-

ously after pair bonding. Although only one cavity is 
used, an adult pair will often initiate nest-building in 
more than one compartment.  

 

BREEDING: BREEDING: BREEDING: BREEDING: Once egg laying com-

mences, defense of the extra cavities de-

creases as the mated pair concentrate 
more on defending their chosen cavity. 
This decrease in defense allows the later 

arriving subadults access to these extra 
cavities, and the partially completed 
nests benefits later-arriving, inexperi-

enced yearling females by giving them a 
head start on nest building.  
 

A martin nest is constructed by both 
members of a pair and is made of mud 
and a loose accumulation of plant mate-

rial, very coarse grass, leaves, stems, 
twigs, straw and bark shards. The upper 
surface of the nest cup is lined with fresh 

green leaves or leaf fragments that are 
plucked or torn from the outer branches 
of trees near the nesting site. The leaves 

are first brought in about the time the 
main nest is complete, immediately be-
fore egg laying, and are continually 

brought in throughout the incubation pe-
riod. Both sexes engage in this leaf-
gathering activity, but the male takes a more active role. 

The function of this adornment behaviour is not com-
pletely understood. In Alberta, trembling aspen leaves 
seem to be the favoured leaf, followed by the leaves 

from balsam poplar and apple cultivars.  
 
Martins have only one mate but the males are extremely 

promiscuous and will commonly force-copulate with 

females other than their own mate. Conspicuous copu-
lations done in daylight elicit massive, often violent in-

terference and attempted “rapes” by nearby males, so it 
is impossible for pairs to mate during the daytime near 
a colony. For this reason, it is thought that most pairs 

mate at night inside their compartments. 
 

Once the nest is complete, male martins will practice 

“dawn singing,” a distinct vocalization that is done only 
in the predawn hours. Although the purpose of this 
singing is not totally understood, it is thought by some 

researchers that it attracts nocturnally migrating 
subadult males and females to the colony site.  
  

Adult females will lay up to seven eggs while most sub-
adults lay a maximum of five.  Only the females incu-
bate the clutch of white eggs, although some males 

may insulate and protect the eggs and nestlings in her 
absence. Most males follow their females out to feed, 
leaving the nest unattended and prone to nest usurpa-

tion by House Sparrows or European Starlings. The 
male stays close to his mate to prevent other males 
from force copulating with her. However, given the op-

portunity, he will force-copulate with other females. 
Studies show that extra-pair copulations are quite com-
mon; males rarely father all the offspring that they raise 

with their mates.  
 
Both parents tend the young. If out-

side temperatures are very hot while 
the young are still naked, the adults 

will sometimes soak their breast feath-
ers in water, then return to wet their 
brood. Martins at PMC have been ob-

served scooping water from a nearby 
pond, then regurgitating it into the 
mouths of their nestlings. It is as-

sumed this activity helps keep the nes-
tlings cool/hydrated.  
 

The feeding schedule/need is deter-
mined, to some degree, by nestlings; 
as fledge-day approaches, their appe-

tites decline significantly so that they 
can lose weight in order to reduce 
wing loading on their still developing 

flight feathers. They tend to start refus-
ing most food for the two to three days 
prior to fledging. However, there is al-

ways at least one parent in the vicinity 
of the nest after this time.  
 

One of the nestlings will eventually 
venture out of the nest cavity as it prepares to fledge. It 
is then mobbed by adult members of the colony and 

flies away, likely to escape the mobbing. A parent might 
be in the entourage pursuing the young bird, but will 
attack other birds rather than its young. Harassment by 

adults (other than the fledgling’s parents) may help 
keep the young airborne and fleeing attack until a safe 

Nesting Information  
Clutch Size—2 to 7 eggs 

Incubation Period—15 days 
Nestling Period—26 to 32 days 



perching area is reached. Eventually, after repeated 
short flights, often guided by parents, the young bird 

finds, or is guided to, a high location (e.g., treetop) 
some distance from the colony. It might 
remain there or be escorted somewhere 

else by a parent. Harassment continues 
until the fledgling flies at least 50 m (165 
ft.) away from the immediate colony area. 

This entire procedure is repeated with 
each young bird until the whole brood is 
brought together in a group, some dis-

tance from the colony. This location is re-
ferred to as the broods’ “assembly point.”  
 

The fledging period may extend over one to three days, 
until the entire brood has fledged. The parents then 
tend the young together until the fledglings become 

independent, which usually takes from between four 
days to three weeks, depending on the availability of 
food that the young are able to catch on their own (e.g.,  

swarming carpenter ants).  
 
Some researchers believe adult martins do not recog-

nize their young in the nest. As each offspring emerges 
from the nest, the parents key in on the youngster and 
never lose sight of it until it is in an isolated site away 

from the other mobbing adults. It is thought that it is at 
this point that there is some type of recognition be-
tween parent and offspring, possibly voice recognition. 

Mobbing behaviour also drives the young away from the 
colony to an isolated spot where these recognition cues 
can be further developed. If the young were not driven 

from the colony, they would likely stay in its vicinity after 
fledging and solicit all adults for food. Driving the fledg-
lings away minimizes the confusion at the colony site 

that this behaviour might cause. It also reduces the 
problem of predation (by hawks and other predators) 
during the colony’s highly active fledgling period. 

 
Some parents guide the young back to their natal cavity 
for overnight sleeping while others are not seen again 

with their broods at the colony site. They may be miles 
away at very remote assembly points, feeding and guid-
ing the young towards independence.   

 
Martins parents seem to recognize cavity safety and will 
often return their young to the cavity when Cooper’s 

Hawks, Sharp-shinned Hawks or Merlins are hunting in 
the area. As well, fully independent juveniles have been 

observed returning to natal cavities to night roost for up 
to 15 or 16 days after fledging. 
 

If food becomes scarce, juveniles often return to the 
colony and solicit food from any adult returning to feed 
their own young. They may also sneak into an un-

guarded occupied cavity. If the age difference between 
the “orphaned” food plagiarist and the invaded nes-
tlings is too great, strain is placed on both the parents 

and the rightful occupants. 
 

In Alberta, martins raise only one family per season, 
with renesting only rarely attempted if the first nest is 

lost early in the breeding season.  When the young are 
independent and strong fliers, the birds gather 
at night to roost and soon start their fall migra-

tion. Martins are rarely seen in Alberta after the 
end of August. The latest departure on record, 
was September 8, 1994 at the Purple Martin 

Conservancy.  
 
The longevity record for a banded Purple Martin 

is 13 years, 9 months. The average life span is 
between 4 and 9 years. It is estimated that an-

nual mortality is 60% - 75% for fledglings and 50% for 

adult birds. 
    

ESTABLISHING A COLONYESTABLISHING A COLONYESTABLISHING A COLONYESTABLISHING A COLONY 
Efforts to attract Purple Martins should be made using 

proven and properly constructed housing that is set up 
in proper habitat within or close to their normal breed-
ing range.  

 

Box Placement:Box Placement:Box Placement:Box Placement: Martins require unobstructed air 
space for turning, landing and fleeing from avian preda-

tors, so houses should be set in an open area at least 
12 m (40 ft.), or more if possible, from trees. Increase 
this distance to 25 m (80 ft.) in areas where Sharp-

shinned or Coopers Hawks are found. No tall shrubs or 
vines should be allowed to grow on or under the sup-
port pole, and, in areas where raccoons are found, 

climbing predator guards should be installed.   
 
A martin house should be placed in the centre of the 

most open spot available, about 9 m to 23 m (30 to 75 
ft.) from human housing. Houses placed more than 23 
m (75 ft.) from human habitation have a lower chance 

of being occupied. Perhaps martins have learned 
through natural selection that the closer they nest to 
people the safer they are from predators. Martins are 

extremely social and like to nest close to each other. If 
more than one house is erected, the units should be 
placed about 4 to 5 m (12 to 16 ft.) apart.  

 
If a colony is already established, the house should not 
be put/opened up until the scouts arrive. They can be 

erected at new sites anytime, as long as the ground is 
not frozen. It is easier to install the stub posts in the fall 
than to try to dig a hole in the frost-hardened ground 

the following spring. However, if you do install a box in 
the spring, be patient—nesting can commence well into 
June. If put up later than three weeks after the scouts 

have arrived in the area, later returning sub-adults may 
take up residence. As previously mentioned, adult mar-
tins can initiate nesting attempts up until the end of 

June, sub-adults to mid-July. It is important to note that 
the arrival of birds in adult plumage does not necessar-
ily mean that these individuals have had previous nest-

ing experience. They may be birds that did not breed, or 
did not breed successfully, the previous year. Not all 



martins nest in their sub-adult year; some form small 
roving flocks that investigate many sites, where they 

could well return to the next year. These non-breeding 
groups are known as “floaters.” “Floaters” can be ob-
served from mid-July to mid-August each year. 

 
Even if a martin house does not attract any breeding 
pairs, keep all the compartments open because the 

house might be discovered by martins seeking new 
sites for the following year.  
 

Competing Species:Competing Species:Competing Species:Competing Species: Other species that may try to 

take up occupancy in a Purple Martin house include 
European Starlings, House Sparrows (both non-native 

species), Tree Swallows and Mountain Bluebirds (both 
native). This occupancy can be a challenge if you are 
trying to establish a martin colony because the martins 

will be intimidated by other birds in a newly placed 
house. At a new location, martins will generally not fight 
other species for a nesting compartment. Once a colony 

is established, however, martins exhibit sufficient site 
tenacity to fight their way into that house the following 
year, even if it is occupied by other native species. How-

ever, martins are not usually successful at expelling 
non-native House Sparrows or European Starlings. 
 

European Starlings and House Sparrows must be re-
moved. Both of these species are persistent, so moni-
toring and nest removal (often daily) will have to con-

tinue throughout the breeding season. These non-
native pests can also be trapped (contact PMC for trap 
details). Although it may appear that House Sparrows 

and martins may share a colony house without incident, 
House Sparrows severely limit potential martin nesting 
attempts by clogging numerous compartments with 

their nesting material. They will also build their nests on 
top of occupied martin nests, will puncture and eat mar-
tin eggs, peck martin nestlings to death, and may trans-

mit blood parasites and avian diseases to martins and 
their nestlings.  
 

If a pair of Tree Swallows or Mountain Bluebirds en-
deavors to take up residence in a new martin house, 
take this opportunity to accommodate all species by 

encouraging the bluebirds and swallow to move from 
the martin house to more appropriate housing. To en-
courage these native species to move, set out several 

proper-sized, single boxes in appropriate habitat nearby 
and then plug the martin compartment holes.  
 

Tree Swallows are considered to 
be “sentinel” birds because they 
are alert predator spotters (they 

are especially good at sighting 
Merlins) and are usually the first to 
issue alarm calls. Like martins, 

swallows consume vast quantities 
of insects. To encourage swallows, 
set out boxes for them within 5 

to10 m (16 to 30 ft.) at the same 

time (or even before) the martin houses are erected. If 
Tree Swallows or Mountain Bluebirds get to the egg-

laying stage in a martin box, the nest and adults must 
be left alone. It is illegal to disturb the nests or harass 
these protected migratory birds. 

 

Box Design:Box Design:Box Design:Box Design: Although many older Purple Martin 

house plans call for a floor size of 15 cm x 15 cm (6 x 6 

in.), this space is not large enough for most martin 
families and some martins will cull their nestlings as a 
result of the restricted space. This small compartment 

size also makes the occupants vulnerable to the ele-
ments and to predators. When a predator (e.g., hawk or 
owl) lands on a martin house, the adult birds will ex-

plode out of a small compartment, leaving the nest to 
whatever danger caused the disturbance. If they are in a 
larger compartment, nestlings or adults can crouch 

safely in the back, out of harm’s way. Owls can easily 
reach 24 cm (10 in.) into a cavity to extract martins.  
Use only houses with compartment floor dimensions of 

18 cm x 30 cm (12 in. or greater.) If you have a martin 
house with small compartments, contact the Purple 
Martin Conservancy for instructions on how to possibly 

remodel it. Whatever style is used, it is critical that mar-
tin houses have adequate ventilation and are con-
structed so that they are easy to monitor during nest-

ing, then clean and store for the winter. The Purple Mar-
tin Conservancy recommends that entrance holes be 
5.1 cm (2 in.) in diameter and that they be placed about 

2.5 cm (1 in.) above the floor of the compartment. 
Compartments should be 15 cm (6 in.) high.  
 

Ideally, a martin house should have extra perching ar-
eas in a neutral location away from the defended, pri-
vate areas in front of each individual compartment. 

Some martin landlords supply additional perches by 
erecting old TV roof antennae in the ground adjacent to 
a martin house. At the PMC, condo occupancy levels 

were increased by removing all top perching areas each 
condo. The martins then remained on the private 
porches, close to their defended cavities. Visual separa-

tion between aggressive males was created by removing 
these top perches, thus reducing the time the males 
spent fighting each other.  

 
Older style martin houses often have only partial occu-
pancy because males will dominate more than one 

compartment. Occupancy can be maximized on some 
houses by inserting vertical dividers between compart-
ments, thus allowing each male to easily defend only 

one hole. Dividers will also prevent nestlings from ven-
turing into neighbouring compartments.  
 

The Purple Martin Conservancy has found that occu-
pancy can also be increased by using a house that has 
only one entrance per porch, per side, per tier. The PMC 

recommends the type of condo that they have devel-
oped, which has been used with great success since 
1988. Plans for two different styles of houses (Ellis or 

PMC2000-V5) can be purchased from PMC or EBF and 



box kits are available thru PMC.  
 

A martin house should have at least 
four compartments. Houses can be 
made as large as desired (in multiples 

of four), although the larger they are, 
the more difficult and dangerous they 
are to raise and lower.  Research by the 

PMC indicates that 12-cavity units out-
perform 16 or more cavity units. Only 
wooden nestboxes, very large gourds, 

or modified aluminum houses with 
nesting compartments of the size dis-
cussed below, will enable breeding 

pairs to fledge an average of more than 
four young per nest—the number of 
offspring that is required to facilitate a 

population increase. 
 
Porches (without railings, 7.5-cm [3-in.] 

wide) should be put on martin houses 
because the martins use perches to 
rest, perch upon and guard their cavi-

ties. However, continuous porches (in 
houses with more than one hole per 
side and without dividers) can be a 

problem because they allow youngsters 
from one nest to crawl down the porch 
and get into a neighbouring compart-

ment. If the young enter an empty com-
partment, they may starve to death. If 
they enter a compartment with other 

younger nestlings, they can dominate 
the entrance hole and steal all the in-
coming food from the rightful young.  

 
Owl Proofing: Owl Proofing: Owl Proofing: Owl Proofing: Female Great Horned 
Owls can reach 25 cm (10 in.) into a 

compartment while males can reach 
20.5 cm (8 in.).  To prevent owls from 
squeezing up against the wall and 

reaching into the cavity, the porch 
should not extend past the roofline and 
spacing from the lower porch to the 

trim should be no more than 12.5 cm 
(5 in.).  

 

QUICK TIPS—Getting A Colony Started 
1. Play Dawn Song Tapes: the recordings of the males’ dawn 
song attract migrating birds to the site.  The PMC recommends 
playing the tapes during daylight hours, starting at 5 a.m. in May 
and 4 a.m. in June. Although playing these tapes at low volume 
during the night seems to have a calming effect on newly arrived 
birds, night playing should only be used if boxes are owl-proofed 
with either quality cavities or owl guards. Play at a reasonable vol-
ume; if you can hear the playback at 60 m (200 ft.), it is loud 
enough. Dawn song CDs are available through the PMC.  
 

2. Pre-build Nests: martins seem to prefer a cavity that contains 
an existing nest, so pre-building the nests is recommended. Nests 
can be pre-built using coarse materials such as barley/wheat or oat 
straw mixed with a large handful of last year’s leaves. Chop the 
straw with a lawn mower to create pieces that are 10 m to 15 cm. 
(4 to 6 in.) in length. Fill the cavity to 5 cm (2 in.) at the rear and 2.5 
cm (1 in.) deep at the front of the cavity. Compress the material to 
create the appearance of a used cavity from a previous nesting.  
Nesting materials, including straw, small twigs and some wet mud 
can also be scattered around the nesting area for the martins to 
find and use in their nests. Place this material in a safe area if there 
are cats around, as the martins may be vulnerable to cat attacks as 
they land on the ground to obtain it. Keep the material damp by wa-
tering it with a garden hose, as wet straw and grass is more flexible 
and thus more likely to be chosen than dry materials.  
 

3. Cavity Darkening: cavities should be darkened, either by using 
a blow torch or painting with a dark stain.   
 

4. Fecal Spotting: daubing the inside of the cavities with smudges 
of white and gray acrylic paint replicates the spotting left behind by 
the previous years’ nestlings. The spots indicate previous nesting 
success to investigating 
martins the following 
spring. The spotting 
should be applied in a 
strip around the compart-
ment between  2.5 and 
11.4 cm (1 in. to 4. 5 in.) 
above the floor. A full ex-
planation of nest pre-
building and fecal spotting can be found in a PMC Fact Sheet, 
available on the EBF website. 
 

4. Non-native Species Control: Do not allow House Sparrows or 
European Starlings to nest! Purple Martins are not well-adapted to 
fight for nesting cavities so they are readily intimidated by the more 
aggressive sparrows and starlings. It is imperative that these pest 
birds be prevented from nesting in martin houses, especially at a 
new colony site.  House Sparrow control may be started as early as 
February while European Starling control should be initiated by 
April 1. Ellis Bird Farm has a downloadable Fact Sheet about gen-
eral tips related to House Sparrow and European Starling control. 
The PMC carries a variety of sparrow/starling traps and deterrents 
(including a nest insert that deters starling use). For more informa-
tion, contact PMC.  



Although martins have been known to nest in houses 
and gourds painted in various colours, white has tradi-

tionally been the most popular colour to paint martin 
houses.  It was assumed that white was an easy colour 
for the martins to recognize, and that its reflective prop-

erties would reduce interior heat and thus prevent over-
heating. In Alberta, cold is more of a problem than heat, 
but white is still the most popular colour for martin 

houses.  Now, with the use of attraction aids (e.g., audio 
playbacks of martin vocalizations and pre-building 
nests), plain white no longer seems to be required as a 

visual stimulus. The Purple Martin Conservancy has 
found that boxes painted with artwork have higher oc-
cupancy rates than plain white 

boxes. Note:  proper ventilation is 
very important; overheating can 
still be a problem in any poorly 

ventilated boxes.  
 

Martin houses should be 4.5 m - 

5.5 m (13 - 16 ft.) off the ground 
and should be mounted only on 
telescoping poles or on posts that 

have been fitted with a winch sys-
tem. A winch system is relatively 
inexpensive and easy to build, and 

is an ideal way for the boxes to be 
inspected and cleaned. Boat 
winches, which are readily avail-

able at hardware stores, are most 
often used.  The old tip-down style 

makes it impossible to monitor the 
box during the nesting season so 
should not be used. The post or 

pole on which the house is set 
should be planted firmly enough 
into the ground to ensure the 

house can withstand buffeting by 
high winds. Setting the pole’s base into a concrete pad 
is recommended.   
 

Gourds:Gourds:Gourds:Gourds: Natural or plastic gourds can also be used 
for martin houses. The two most important features of 
gourds are 

that (1) they 
must be 
large and (2) 

they  should 
swing in the 
wind in one 

directional 
plane (i.e., 
front to 

back). The 
swinging is 
thought to 

discourage 
sparrow and 
starling use. Gourds can be ordered from: 

http://gourdgracious.homestead.com/gourds.html. 

Nest MonitoringNest MonitoringNest MonitoringNest Monitoring: Nest checks should be con-
ducted every five to seven days.  In Alberta, checks 
should start by June 1st if adult (ASY) birds are nesting 

and by June 10th to15th if the nesters are sub-adults 
(SY). Watch for the green leaf stage of nesting, which 
indicates that egg-laying will soon commence. Nest 

checks should start shortly after this stage. Regular nest 
checks help increase productivity because problems can 
be identified and quickly rectified. Nest check forms are 

available from the Purple Martin Conservancy. PMC 
forms can also be downloaded from the EBF website. 
Completed forms are to be returned to the PMC by Sep-

tember 15th of each year. 
 
If a young martin happens to fall 

out of a nest, or is knocked off a 
box before it can fly, it should be 
returned to the right nest as soon 

as possible. Should you place it in a 
wrong cavity with much younger 
nestlings, it will devour large 

amounts of food intended for the 
rightful owners. If the “right” nest is 
unknown spend some time to visu-

ally categorize a nest with nestlings 
close to the same age, and with two 
parents in attendance, then place it 

with these youngsters. Be aware 
that young on the ground may be 

an indication that their cavity is 
overloaded with nest mites or other 
ectoparasites. If it is impossible to 

winch the house down (e.g. fledg-
ing is in progress), return the nes-
tling using a long pole with a perch 

(or shallow plastic dish) fixed to one 
end. The young bird will grip the 

perch (or sit in the dish) while it is being returned to its 

compartment. If the nestling continually jumps down or 
it is impossible to safely return it to its nest, call your 
local wildlife rehab centre for further instructions. This 

applies to adult birds in distress as well. For a list of Al-
berta rehabilitation centres, check:  
www.medicineriverwildlifecentre.ca. In northern Alberta, 

contact the Edmonton Wildlife Rehab Society at (780) 
433-0884 or HotLine (780) 914-4118.  If you find dead 
birds in or around your martin houses and do not know 

what may have caused their deaths, contact your local 
Fish and Wildlife office.  
 

If a nestling or adult is found to be suffering from mal-
nutrition, it can be fed an emergency ration of Science 
Diet cat food. Live crickets and sugar-water soaked 

pond fish pellets can also be used. Do not offer water 
unless you have been instructed on the exact procedure 
by a wildlife rehabilitator.   

 
Many martin landlords supplement their martins’ diet 
with calcium by providing crushed eggshells or oyster 

shell. Eggshells should be sterilized first (place in oven 



at 1000C for 10 min.), then put in a pail and crushed 
with a hammer or other blunt object. Oystershell, which 

is available at most farm supply stores, comes pre-
crushed. Both products can be simply spread out on the 
ground or offered on a raised platform (make sure the 

platform has drainage holes). A sturdy metal pie plate 
nailed to the top of a 1.5 m (5 ft.) post sunk in the 
ground, and placed about 3 m - 4.5 m (10 - 15 ft.) from 

the martin house support pole works well. These sup-
plements can also be offered on a shed or garage roof.  
Be sure to choose an area where predators do not lurk.  

 
American Crows, Black-billed Magpies, Northern Gos-
hawks, Cooper’s Hawks, Sharp-shinned Hawks, Merlins 

and Great Horned Owls have all been observed depre-
dating martin houses and/or snatching martins out of 
the air. The most effective way to deter these avian 

predators from attacking the martins while they are in 
their compartments is to use large nesting compart-
ments, as described above. Predator guards can also be 

placed in front of entrance holes, especially if local 
Great Horned Owls, while hunting rodents in the area, 
might be attracted to the night noises made by the mar-

tins. Installing anti-owl perching devices (e.g., pegs 
sticking up) on the top of the condos will discourage 
owls form using them as night surveillance/hunting 

posts. 
 

If a house remains unused all season, it should still be 

left up until late August because it may be discovered by 
martins preparing for fall migration.  After the martins 

have left a nesting area, the house should be taken 
down and cleaned thoroughly. If active, used nests will 
be very dirty from excrement, some of which is depos-

ited by older nestlings as they attempt to defecate out-
side the compartment. Pristine nests, extra nests or par-
tially built, unused nests should also be cleaned out. 

 
Before removing nests, saturate the compartment with 
a bleach solution (three parts bleach to ten parts water).  

Clean out the contents when they are still damp, so you 
do not breathe the nest dander and dust.  
 

Martin houses should either be 
stored for the winter or wrapped 
in plastic, placed back on the pole 

with the holes plugged until the 
arrival of the first birds the follow-
ing spring. If left outside, wrap-

ping your condos with plastic will 
greatly extend the life of the unit’s 
finish. Do not store boxes indoors 

because some of the nest para-
sites (e.g., martin fleas) will leave 
the box and may infest the stor-

age area. 
 

Summary: Place a house within, or close 
to, the known martin breeding range. Since 
their range seems to be expanding north-
ward and there is now a colony established 
in Alberta’s short-grass prairie at Delia, 
placing boxes outside the range may be 
successful •  Use only proven martin house 
designs and/or large gourds on winch sys-
tems  • Place the houses in a proper loca-
tion (Contact the PMC if you would like as-
sistance with placement)  • Use attractor 
playbacks of martin calls •  Pre-build martin 
nests •  Apply  artificial fecal spotting •  Pro-
vide nestboxes for Tree Swallows within 5 
to10 m (16 to 30 ft.) at the same time as 
martin house is put up • Control House 
Sparrows and European Starlings • Be pa-
tient and persistent – the birds can com-
mence nesting anywhere from late April to 
early July • Support biodiversity by encour-
aging other species of native birds to take 
up residence in your yard. .  



PURPLE MARTIN CONSERVANY: PURPLE MARTIN CONSERVANY: PURPLE MARTIN CONSERVANY: PURPLE MARTIN CONSERVANY: The Purple Martin Con-
servancy (PMC) is a non-profit, volunteer-based organi-

zation and associate member of the Federation of Al-
berta Naturalists.  Co-founders, Del and Debra 
McKinnon, established their current site at Mulhurst Bay, 

Pigeon Lake, in 1995. With more than 100 nesting pairs 
(average 125.5 pairs), the PMC is North America’s most 
northerly and most westerly “Super Colony.”  The PMC 

welcomes visitors year-round (no pets). Group visits 
should be pre-booked.  
 

The PMC is an information, research and resource cen-
tre for Canadian and northern U.S. Purple Martin land-
lords. Its mission is to help foster the rebuilding of Pur-

ple Martin populations in Canada by 
mentoring Purple Martin landlords. 
Over 1,500 colony sites are registered 

with the PMC.  The PMC initiated the 
use of the dawn-song recording as a 
martin attractant and has spent the past 

30 years researching nestbox designs, 
studying migration patterns, predation, 
ectoparasites, breeding biology and 

behavior in martins and their associate 
species.  
 

The  PMC initiated the use of the “off-
set entry/ one cavity entrance per side/ 
per tier” concept in 1988. This concept 

has become Canada’s most popular 
and productive design. In 2000, owl-
proofing was incorporated into the de-

sign.  The PMC markets the anti-owl 

PMC2000 “V5” martin houses in pre-cut K/D form, or 
pre-built units, and supplies various traps for House 

sparrow and/or European Starling control, bat, duck, 
and Tree Swallow nestboxes. They also host Purple Mar-
tin seminars, conduct research and operate a Purple 

Martin hotline between the hours of 7:00a.m. and 10:00 
p.m. each day. Individuals and organizations interested 
in Purple Martins are urged to contact them with/for in-

formation, questions and problems, and to register their 
personal martin conservation initiative. 
 

Contact:Contact:Contact:Contact: Purple Martin Conservancy, P.O. Box 24, Willow 
Lee Estates, Mulhurst Bay, Alberta T0C 2C0. Phone: 
(780) 389-2220; E-mail: dmckinon@telusplanet.net 
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ELLIS BIRD FARM:ELLIS BIRD FARM:ELLIS BIRD FARM:ELLIS BIRD FARM: was established in 1982 to honour the memory of Lacombe-area pioneer conservationists, 
Charlie and Winnie Ellis. Located southeast of Lacombe, Ellis Bird Farm attracts visitors from all over the world. 

The site boasts a large Purple Martin colony as well as demonstration wildlife gardens, a Visitor Centre and a very 
popular Tea House.  Public education programs, an annual Bluebird Festival and Bug Jamboree, as well special 
events and workshops, are held each summer (all 

posted on EBF website). Tours and drop-in visitors 
are welcome. The site is open to the public between 
11:00 am and 5:00 pm Tuesday thru Sunday and holi-

day Mondays from the May to the September long 
weekend.  
 

The PMC has mentored Ellis Bird Farm with their Pur-
ple Martin program.  They recently installed “The Ellis 
Condo,”   a unit to honour the conservation efforts of 

Charlie & Winnie Ellis and dedicated to the many pio-
neers who provided housing for Alberta’s martins long 
before they became such a popular backyard bird.   
 

Contact: Contact: Contact: Contact: Ellis Bird Farm Ltd. Box 5090, Lacombe, AB. 

T4L1W7 Phone/Fax: (403) 346-2211 (office); (403) 
885-4477 (site). www.ellisbirdfarm.ab.ca  


